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Objectives for today

By the end of this section, students should be able to explain the
following:

• Causality and what threatens it,

• The core model of variable association and its components,
and

• The methods by which social scientists pursue validity in their
studies.
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How do we know what we know?

• The world is full of puzzles that cry out for answers.

• We’re good at spotting patterns but less talented at ignoring
spurious relationships.
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An example from the field of education

• What kinds of public policies in education result in greater
student performance/achievement?
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Scatterplot: teacher pay and student performance
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Association between variables

• We use a simple model to characterize the relationship
between two variables:

ACTi = β0 + β1Salaryi + εi, (1)

where. . .

• β0: Intercept

• β1: Slope coefficient for teacher salary

• εi: Error term
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The core model

• We can generalize Equation 1 for any “bivariate” relationship:

Yi = β0 + β1Xi + εi, (2)

where Yi deotes any DV, and Xi denotes any IV.
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Constraints on drawing causal inferences

• Three criteria associated with causal relationships.

• Two major risks associated with the third criterion of causality.
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Threats to causality: Enodogeneity

• If changes in the IV are related to changes in the error term,
εi, we’ve have an endogeneity problem, which means we have
a causal inference problem.

• If variance in the IV and εi is exogenous, we are in a stronger
position to draw a causal inference.
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Assessing endogeneity

• We’d like to know how related an IV is with the error term, εi.

• We measure correlation on the scale of “-1” to “+1”.

• Let’s take a look at two endogenous and one exogenous set of
relationships. . .
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Visualizing endogenous correlations
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Threats to causality: randomness

• Suppose we have all the exogeneity we could ever need.

• We still must be wary of the truly random and bizarre.
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Random associations
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Random associations
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Random associations
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Combating randomness and endogeneity

• What are the best methods we have at our disposal to combat
the truly random or endogenous?
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Conclusion

Today we learned a few critical things:

• We’d like to be able to make strong causal inferences.

• Core model: Yi = β0 + β1Xi + εi

• Randomness and endogeneity are the scourge of causal
inference.
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